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Kinoshita Fusako

Kinoshita Fusako is an NPC controlled by Hyralt.

Kinoshita Fusako

Given Name Fusako
Family Name Kinoshita (木下)

Species & Gender Geshrin Female
Organization: Ice Queen Sake
Occupation: Master Sake Maker

Rank: Owner
Current Placement: Ice Queen Mountains, Yamatai (Planet)
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Character Description

Fusako is a woman in control in several different contexts, in each of which she behaves differently.
When performing business, she likes to play the welcoming host and only discusses the details of a
transaction once her guests have been made comfortable. When making sake, she has a single-minded
focus on precision which she strictly enforces in her employees. In this context, she will not hesitate to
embarrass someone if it means saving a batch of her product. However, whenever possible she prefers
to let her employees save face. At the end of every workday, she shows her gratitude to her employees
without hesitation and makes sure they never go home sober or unhappy. Finally, she is rarely found
outside of a work context, but when she is she is usually alone and quietly enjoying tea along with
something to read.

History & Relationships

Not much is known about Fusako before she created Ice Queen Sake. It is known that she was married to
a man named Kinoshita Ryuki who passed away.

After the Great Plague of YE 08, Fusako took ownership of a building at the base of the Ice Queen
Mountains. This building's location, next to a mountain stream and abutting fertile plains to the south,
made it the ideal location at which to make sake. In fact, the building had been used for some time to
make sake, but any official records predating the plague have been lost. Fusako worked alone for some
years before releasing her first batch of sake, and before long her business was profitable enough to hire
employees to help. Even after hiring help, Fusako insists on performing all of the menial tasks associated
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with sake making alongside her employees, in addition to running the business and overseeing the
process.

Having made sake for 35 years now, she has undertaken several apprentices. However, since she has
shown little sign that she might retire or even slow down, her apprentices typically move on to open their
own sake-making businesses. Since she took her first batch of employees, she hasn't changed her
process. Though she has made experimental small batches, but always in addition to her traditional
offerings.

In YE 44, Fusako publicly announced her plans to run for Imperial Premier in YE 45, but shortly before the
end of the year she canceled her plans and volunteered for the Star Army instead.

Inventory

General Service Pistol, Type 281)

Threads

Fusako has appeared in the following threads:

https://stararmy.com/roleplay-forum/threads/the-sake-makers-apprentice.66925/
Interacted with her employee Tamura Ikko

https://stararmy.com/roleplay-forum/threads/nothing-but-an-ice-queen.67056/
Met Motoyoshi-Ieyasu Taro, Mikael Harris, and Koyama

https://stararmy.com/roleplay-forum/threads/crystal-clear-ice.67231/
Met Egwene Tai

https://stararmy.com/roleplay-forum/threads/ice-cold-candidate.69283/
Talked with Sonoda Takashi, Sonoda Akira, and Twelve Gauge

OOC Notes

This NPC was created by Hyralt on 2021/01/18 11:07.

Character art created in art breeder by Wes.

Approval thread: https://stararmy.com/roleplay-forum/threads/ice-queen-sake.66849/

Character Data
Character Name Kinoshita Fusako
Character Owner Hyralt
Character Status NPC Available for GM or FM use
Current Location Yamatai (Planet)
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